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TIPPET T
THE MIDSUMMER MARRIAGE

Opera in Three Acts

Chorus & Orchestra of the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden

Sir Colin Davis
Alberto Remedios • Joan Carlyle • Raimund Herincx • Elizabeth Harwood
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CD 1 (76’07”) Act I (61’50”)      Act II (start) (14’15”)

Scene 1  This way! This way!   3’45”
 What’s that? Surely music?   1’07”
Scene 2  (leading to:)   0’51”
 Stop! Stop, Stop!   5’00”
Scene 3  O, Mark, who are they
Scene 4  Jenifer, Jenifer my darling.  4’30” 7’ 17”
 What steps are those?
Scene 5 Ho, ho, ho, ho, ho...  4’36” 5’19”
 What sort of place is this d’you think?   3’57”
Scene 6 So you, so you are Mark’s fine brood
  of friends.   2’56”
 So you, so you, so you’re the company
  my daughter keeps!   1’54”
Scene 7 Here I am, Sir, what can I do?
Scene 8 Jenifer! Jenifer! my daughter Jenifer!

 7’50”  8’14”
 Returning to the earth is cruel    2’09”
 Come now with me and drop this
  childish masquerade 4’37”
 Is it so strange . . . 5’56”
 You, you who were with me when she left me 4’08”
 See by a heavenly magic in this glass 4’40”

Act II (start)      14’15”

Pre Scene  Call - crying as they’re flying . . .
Scene 1  Jack, don’t lets go with all the others 2’50” 4’01”
 What day is it?   3’57”
 I’ll lay the baby to my breast
Scene 2  (Strephon enters from behind the temple)

  2’54” 4’21”
 (Some of the trees appear to move)    1’56”
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Make haste,

Make haste
To find the way
In the dark
To another day.

As

MARK

Jenifer, Jenifer, my darling …
After the visionary night,
The senses purified,
My heart's at rest.

JENIFER
O Mark, truth is assumed
In love so rich,
I could love all -
Even my father had he lived.

MARK
Mourn no stubborn father, but receive the ring,
Here in this magic wood on this midsummer day.
“All things fall and are built again
And those that build them again are gay.”

CHORUS
Let us go down the hill with joy
To the bounteous life of this midsummer day.

ALL
“All things fall and are built again
And those that build them again are gay!”

CURTAIN

21
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MARK AND JENIFER
Sirius rising as the sun’s wheel
Rolls over at the utter zenith.
So the dog leaps to the hull
Whose blood and sperm are all fertility.

CHORUS

Carnal love through which the race
Of men is everlastingly renewed
Becomes transfigured as divine
Consuming love whose fires shine
From God's perpetually revealed face.
Wonder! Praise! Rejoice exceedingly!

MARK AND JENIFFR
The world is made by our desire,
Its splendour, yes, even its pain
Becomes transfigured in the bright
Furious incandescent light
Of love's perpetually renewed fire.
Ah wonder! Ah praise! Rejoice!

THE ANCIENTS
From heavenly One the Two divide
And Three as Paraclete can make
Symbolic union with the Four,
The messenger, the path, the door
Between the light and dark, the guide.
Wonder! Praise! Rejoice exceedingly!

CHORUS
Fire! Fire! St. John's Fire.
In the desert in the night.
Fire! Fire! Fire in summer.

Scene IX Finale Chorus, later Mark, Jenifer

CHORUS
Was it a vision?
Was it a dream?
In the fading moonlight what shall be seen?

Only the temple on the wooded hill,
The gates and the staircase
Cold and still.

But where, where
Are the plighted pair
The midsummer groom
And bride? Guide
Them safe to our side.

O summer sun,
Golden faced
Glorious globe,

19
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CD 2 (77’27”) Act II (continued) (19’13”)  Act III (58’13”)

1st Dance  The Earth in Autumn   3’54”
2nd Dance  The Waters in Winter   4’59”
3rd Dance The Air in Spring   2’50”
 (leading to:)
Scene 3 Ah! They’ll kill him!  0’12” 5’10”
 (neat and ready to rejoin) King Fisher
Post Scene Sun shines on a Midsummer day  1’01” 2’20”

Act III Evening and Night
Scene 1  Ohay! Ohay!  0’54” 4’47”
 No! King Fisher summons you . . .
Scene 2 Keep the holster close by you . . . 0’07” 2’29”
Scene 3 Now, Bella, call The Ancients   3’04”
 Do you accept my challenge?
Scene 4 See, where we carry on our mighty shoulder 0’18” 3’31”

Scene 5 I needn’t tell Madame Sosostris   2’25”
 Who hopes to conjure with the world of dreams.

  2’54”
 I alone cannot consult myself.   4’14”
 You who consult me.   2’26”
 I see a meadow.   3’30”
Scene 6 She saw what happens in the soul.   5’02”
Scene 7 Pride is virtue in a man of power   3’16”
 (For a moment the stage is quite still)
Scene 8 King Fisher’s dead 0’16” 3’14”
 (After The She Ancient returns up stage)
4th Dance Fire in Summer 1’45” 7’23”
Scene 9 Was it a vision?   2’12”
 O summer sun,   1’27”
 (The moonlight has faded out)   6’19”
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TIPPETT AND ‘THE MIDSUMMER MARRIAGE’
by David Cairns

     t is hard now to believe that could ever have been thought an obscure
      and ineffective opera - the work of a composer not in control of what he was trying to do. Anyone
who saw the Welsh National Opera production of 1976 will have discovered that it responds very
readily to simple, imaginative staging, and that there were never any serious problems except in our
attitude. Yet for at least the first twenty years of its existence it was widely regarded, even by admirers
of its musical splendours, as a highly problematic work, a mixture of inspiration and muddle -
beautiful yes, but undisciplined and overgrown; magnificent but not opera.
 We can see why this was. In recent years has benefited from the
general growth in understanding and appreciation of Tippett, which it has itself helped to bring about;
but in 1955, when the work was first heard, Tippett’s reputation was still that of an eccentric who
reached for more than he could grasp and who did not quite know what he was doing half the time.
False ideas about composers are fatally easy to implant but very hard to uproot once they have taken
hold. There seemed good reasons for them then. The technical difficulty of Tippett’s music (especially
his string parts), which at that time frequently defeated orchestras, appeared to lend credence to the
notion of Tippett the inspired amateur. His Second Symphony, a work of near-Stravinskian clarity
and incisiveness, broke down at its first performance in 1958; the conclusion was duly drawn that
‘once again’ the composer had produced something overwritten and ‘impractical’.

too, was held to be overloaded with notes. That myth was dispelled
only gradually, first by a BBC concert performance under Norman Del Mar and then by the Covent
Garden performances of 1968 under Colin Davis. This recording, which followed two years later, was
a decisive vindication of Tippett the musician and of the faith of those who had from the first believed
in the score on hearing it at Covent Garden in 1955, conducted by John Pritchard. I shall never forget
the first play-through of the finished tape, given in the conference room at Philips to an electrified
audience of critics, publishers and representatives of the British Council, whose subsidy had made the
recording possible.
 But there remained the question of as a stage work. It was inevitable
that the libretto - which, as with all his dramatic works, the composer wrote himself - should be
regarded at first as an inadequate framework for the music: inevitable, given the above-mentioned
view of Tippett that was common at the time, and given the unconventional nature of the work and
the highly conventional attitude of most opera-goers towards what is or is not ‘operatic’. It wasn’t
difficult for them, confronted with something outwardly so unusual, to persuade themselves that
Tippett had failed to work out his vision in viable theatrical terms, and that the dramaturgy of the
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KING FISHER

This then is victory.
Jenifer, I free you.

CHORUS
Weep, weep for the impious act.

Scene VIII     Ancients, Chorus, later Strephon,
   Dancers

A MAN
King Fisher's dead.

A GIRL
How horrible!

HE-ANCIENT

Pride has brought him to the ground.
Carry the King to his grave.

MEN
Lift him now up with our powerful arms
Letting our tread compose his requiem.

HE-ANCIENT (to
Gather the veils to make him a shroud.

GIRLS
Mourn not the fall of a man that goes down,
Leaving the room for someone beautiful.

SHE-ANCIENT

Blessed the dead!
For which of you do minister with love
To the dying under the broken house?
Blessed the dead!

Fourth Dance - Fire in Summer

CHORUS
Fire! Fire! St. John's Fire
In the desert in the night.
Fire! Fire! Fire in summer.

17 1

17 2

18 2

18 1
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He must leap and she must fall
When the bright sun shines on midsummer day.

KING FISHER
All right. The wood's watched.
I'll deal with you two later.
Nor can I be baulked by loss of service.

Scene VII   The Ancients, King Fisher, Chorus.

THE ANCIENTS
Pride is virtue in a man of power
If pride is of the virtue not the power.

CHORUS
Look, the sacred veils are flying,
Torn by King Fisher's violent hand.
Black snow flung up against the moon,
Darkening further the darkest hour.

THE ANCIENTS
Pride where there's no reverence
Finds conclusion in catastrophe.

CHORUS
Soon we shall tremble when the heavy
Womb is rent asunder ruthlessly.

THE ANCIENTS AND THE CHORUS
Sosostris said:
“I am what has been, is and shall be.
No mortal ever lifted my garment.”

(As

CHORUS
Prepare then, all we mortals, then prepare
To turn the face before the face.

KING FISHER
Oh, now I am blinded by the sight,
But force myself to look.

CHORUS
Turn the face before the face.

KING FISHER
Ah, it is Jenifer, my daughter.
Now Mark, prepare to die.

CHORUS
Turn the face before the face.

  In Indian mythology, Mark and Jenifer would
be transfigured as Shiva-Shakti (Shiva and
Parvati). All their gestures and poses are hieratic.

  The outside of Jenifer's right leg is resting on
the inside of Mark's left thigh, as they are seated
facing the audience, but with their heads turned
to each other.

16
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libretto was confused and its language unacceptably hybrid and awkward. Neither of the two Covent
Garden stagings - both in quite different ways thoroughly unilluminating - did anything to resolve the
question.
 Looked at in a negative, uncomprehending way, the drama of can
indeed be described so as to seem incurably untheatrical; an allegory of human fulfillment through
sublimation and self-knowledge, a suburban laced with Jungian psychology, with the
masculine and feminine principles dressed up as characters out of Bernard Shaw, the action veering
between the natural and the supernatural, and the libretto a riot of symbols drawn from Greek,
Celtic, Christian and Hindu mythologies. Great operas, when they are new, are commonly
misunderstood by being judged according to a narrow preconceived idea of what is permissible in
operatic drama. But, as with so many of them once they really become known, we find that the music
of has taken possession of the text, and that together music and text have
the shape, the clarity, the meaning that we believed were lacking. When that happens everything falls
into place - though even then we may still have to wait for a theatrical production that succeeds in
translating it into visible form. Yet it is not a question of the music having to redeem an inadequate
text. In fact, the action of Tippett’s opera is far less obscure than used to be alleged. Though the ideas
behind it may be many-layered, the imagery through which they are conveyed is for the most part
directly comprehensible to a Western audience. The difficulties vanish if we accept the work’s
dramatic premise: that the ‘unreal’ dimension of the spirit, like the ancient temple in the woodland
clearing, is ‘much nearer than expected’ and may be entered at any time; that what we normally think
of as reality and the world of the imagination are deeply interpenetrated, and the characters’ fantasies
can take visible form and become the action. What we witness is a vision of spiritual growth and
harmony, a symbolic marriage game played out in a setting at once timeless and of today. The old
stones become buildings again, peopled by antique priests and their acolytes and alive with ritual
movement; truth, worldly power, youth, age, are personified; nature takes anthropomorphic form;
dancers act out the conflicts and reconciliations of the psyche.
 The whole thing is a dream, with a dream’s fluidity and vividness. In one sense nothing happens.
When Mark and Jenifer meet in the wood in the final scene and with their friends descend the hill to
start a new life, no time has elapsed since the opera began: it is still Midsummer morning, as in the
opening scene (though a Midsummer morning whose light shines with an intense clarity not
encountered before in the opera). But being a dream it is full of significant events, obedient to their
own inner logic. is obscure only if we try to pin down and particularise, to
ask why, to assume confusion before we have given ourselves a chance to experience otherwise, to
label with specific terms - soul and body, will and senses, intellect and instinct, heaven and hell - what
is deliberately not specified. If on the contrary we let it work on us and explain itself in its chosen way,
we are given the freedom of a world of heightened reality which enriches and illuminates our
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existence; we participate in a celebration of wholeness, a vision of divided humanity healed by the
power of sympathetic magic and restored to a life as abundant as the burgeoning wood seen at the
high point of the natural year.
 To attempt what Tippett attempted in his first opera - the re-writing of the traditional comedy
of the obstacles to a marriage in the language of dreams, the staging of a sustained and complex
metaphor - required a Wagnerian confidence in the power of his music. The confidence was not
misplaced. A flood of lyrical invention rarely equalled in 20th-century art surges through the work;
but it is controlled: the technique is equal to the inspiration. The first, and lasting, response is delight
at the sense of spontaneous creation, at the freshness and sweep of its invention; the second and
complementary recognition is of the certainty with which the ideas are handled and shaped.
Familiarity with the work only deepens admiration for Tippett's skill. At every turn one discovers
attributes of a mastery that he was once said to lack: a cunning felicity of touch, a rich but disciplined
orchestral imagination, which keeps the endlessly proliferating counterpoints and glowing textures
free from congestion, a sure feeling for dramatic pace, a sense of architecture whereby the work
moves in a series of great arches, with a balanced tension of energy and stillness. The vision has been
seen and grasped entire, and the music embodies it as a whole and in all its diversities and ambiguities.
 Tippett did not achieve this mastery without a struggle; he is one of those artists who have to toil
and sweat to acquire the talent their genius demands. But the marks of the struggle are nowhere
visible, except - and there, as it were, by design - in the long aria of Madame Sosostris, where the
composer steps for a moment outside the action and re-lives the agonies of artistic birth. For all its
elaboration the score seems to move without external impulse, to bud and blossom and explode into
leaf as naturally as the rich midsummer fecundity it so triumphantly evokes. To account for it we are
driven to call on the ‘collective unconscious’ of which Tippett has written in describing the genesis of
his opera, and to borrow Stravinsky's dictum about the composition of the Tippett was the
vessel through which passed.
 It is doubtful if he consciously chose its harmonic idiom - an idiom which makes it one of the
most tonal of all his major works. It came out that way because it had to.
style is, in a sense, the inevitable outcome of the work’s dramatic concept of reconciliation and
unity-in-abundance. But it is inevitable only given Tippett’s freedom and audacity of spirit, his
position in time and place, and the extraordinary mixture of innocence and receptiveness in his
nature. A kind of saving naivety enabled him to do what no one else could have done or would have
dared to do, and what he himself could do only once. Probably no one but an English musician of his
generation, brought up in a predominantly Germanic tradition but also steeped in Purcell and the
Elizabethan and Jacobean madrigalists and lutenists, and at the same time relatively isolated from
contemporary developments on the continent, would have conceived of composing such a score. Yet
how unlike so much English music it is, in its uninhibitedness, its large ideas and bold execution, its
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CHORUS
Truth is never spoken twice.
It's ominous how still she is.

KING FISHER
Ah! Does the truth perhaps hurt you?
Are you dumb?

CHORUS
Silence is power.
It's ominous how still she is.

KING FISHER
Jack, take off the robes.
Be quick.
You'll change your part again.
(He

Here, take this belt and holster,
Buckle it fast and so prepare
To do what I command you.

JACK

I can't undo this pin here, Bella.
You must help me.

so.
)

CHORUS
A brutal dress is a tragic mask
For a fine young man to wear.

KING FISHER
Since Sosostris will not speak
Then I must speak.
Since Sosostris will not act
Then I must act.
Jack, unveil her.

BELLA
Sacrilege! Impious crime!
I hardly know the words I speak,

But, ah, it's now that a man must choose his fate

And now that the unborn child shall speak:

Ah, Jack!
Our moment's at its height.

JACK
Young though I am,
This is my choice.
I choose to put away disguise.
I choose to strip the veils
Not from Sosostris, but myself.
A builder, I, a builder now,
I choose to throw your badges
At your feet. There!
Take your infernal belt and holster
Back. I care not what you do.

Bella, riding on the great wave's crest, I call.

BELLA
Jack, before it falls like thunder in the trough,
I come, I come.

CHORUS
Call-
Call, crying as they're flying and this is what
 they say:
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O bitterness, O bitterness of a Pythia's fate!
O body swollen to a monstrous birth!
O horror, horror of transcendent sight!
O tongue taught by a god to cry:
I am what has been, is and shall be,
No mortal ever lifted my garment.

You who consult me
Should never doubt me.
Clean let the heart be
Of each seeker.
Truth shall shine through me,
Once more endue me.
Humble yourselves now,
I speak as a seer,
Acolyte, acolyte,
Lift up the bowl that I may look.

I see a meadow, fragrant with flowers,
 and someone walking there - a girl.

KING FISHER
Ah, Jenifer!

SOSOSTRIS
Fragrant as a flower herself,
She opens her body to the sun.

KING FISHER
Ah, my child, alone and safe.

SOSOSTRIS
Oh! But now a lion -
A winged and royal lion -
Enters the flowered field,
Moving with majesty towards the girl.

KING FISHER
Then there's danger.
We must warn her.
This is fearful, to be so near, yet far.

SOSOSTRIS
The lion has reached the osier bed.
Where she has gone to lie at length.

KING FISHER
Oh horrible!

SOSOSTRIS
As the beast rears rampant,
Now I see the face is human
And the wings are arms,
Strong sheltering arms of a manly youth -

KING FISHER
Ah, Mark!

SOSOSTRIS
The glorious lion of love,
With symbol erect he ...

KINGFISHER

No! It's all a hoax, a sham,
A cheat fetched out to frighten me.
Your bowl is a useless and disgusting trick.

See, then, what happens to a lie!

Scene VI   The same.

CHORUS
She saw what happens in the soul.
It's ominous how still she is.

KING FISHER
And now, Sosostris, speak the truth.

13
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avoidance of the manufactured ensemble and the facile sequence. is an
unexpected illustration of the Eliot / Stravinsky rule that tradition is made, not inherited. It is the
product of three and a half centuries of music, and a work of overwhelming originality. Like Walther’s
song as Hans Sachs recalled it on St. John’s Eve, it is both old and new, the past reborn for the
tormented present.
 Here and there, especially in Act III, we hear allusions to familiar masterpieces or epochs of
musical history. But the familiarity we are aware of is mostly of a different sort. Where have we heard
this music before? We can hardly believe it has not always been part of our consciousness. When we
listen to Mark’s first aria we wonder how such melodies could have waited till now to be invented. It
is as though Tippett, while composing the work, was attuned to archetypal sounds always in existence
but unheard before; as though he had had access to some secret natural force, by virtue of an
instinctive power largely lost in modern civilisation. Out of his deep but peculiarly unfettered
relationship with the past he created a new song and a new dance for the renewal of the human spirit.
 Like the concord it celebrates, the predominant consonance of the opera’s musical idiom is a
dynamic quality, the product of fruitful tension. There is no suspicion of monotony, slackness or
routine in it. Any such danger was dispelled from the start, first and most obviously by the fertility of
Tippett’s thematic invention, and then by three things hardly less important and not properly
separable from it: his characteristic rhythmic vitality, the freshness of his harmonic invention, and his
assured and imaginative use of the traditional symphony orchestra. Rhythm, virile and flexible,
adapting itself equally to the ecstatic and the conversational, elaborately wrought, subtly stressed but
irresistible in impulse, carries the music forward on strong currents, and provides a sinewy base for
the luxuriant harmonic texture. This texture is in turn constantly enriched by a systematic use of
superimposed fourths which, though Tippett was to abandon it before long, amounted to a new
extension of diatonicism. Melodically, too, the interval of the descending fourth acts as a kind of
unifying leitmotiv throughout the work, culminating in the great chain of B flat -F-C-G-D stretching
from high trumpet to bass trombone just before the climax of the final Ritual Dance.
 But the use of fourths is only a part-explanation of the freedom of Tippett’s handling of tonal
harmony. We are so conditioned to think of music in evolutionary terms, as a movement away from
tonality, and to equate progress with dissonance, that we cannot help expecting works written,
however sincerely, in tonal idioms to be fundamentally retrogressive, if not evasive and
undervitalised. Generally speaking they may be. But in Tippett’s hands the old harmonic devices
become rejuvenated, for the simple reason that for him they had not lost their force. Just as he
reinterprets diatonicism in response to the composition’s spiritual and dramatic demands, so he uses
the late Romantic orchestra as an absolutely personal medium of his thought. The sounds of this
orchestrally resplendent score are not so much startling in themselves as marvellously apt and
evocative. Tippett’s instrumentation is the faithful expression of the poetic idea, whether that idea is
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the cold radiance of Jenifer’s immortal imaginings, the fierce heat and pounding hoof-beats of Mark’s
Dionysiac pride, Bella playfully flourishing her powder-puff, King Fisher’s boardroom blend of
suavity and bluster, the black veils stirring round the hidden, disturbing truth, the incandescence of
‘carnal love transfigured as divine consuming love’ at the climax of the fourth Ritual Dance, or the
stillness that succeeds the fading of the vision. The music is just as much at home in its down-to-earth
conversations as in its visionary flights. Tippett found the lightest of hands with which to draw his
Papageno and Papagena. And how masterly is his musical distillation of the passage of the hours,
from summer dawn to midday through the vibrant heat and the shadow-pools of afternoon to milky
night and the chill mists of a new dawn! Once again a simplicity, in the highest sense naive, enabled
him to find images for bird, beast and fish, tree and stream, hawk and hare, sunrise, moonlight and
cockcrow which, the moment we hear them, strike us as right.
 Yet the sense of inevitability that shines through the music of must
not be allowed to blind us to the sophistication with which all this rich variety of musical event is
controlled in the interests of coherence and dramatic shape. Tippett never indulges his creative
facility. Even the long monologue of Madame Sosostris, in which he seems to stand apart and speak

of the burdens and exaltations of the artist’s priestlike calling, performs at the
same time a necessary function in a drama of the indivisibility and inescapability of Truth (run away
from it or manipulate it though we will). Truth stands for the difficult but fruitful process of learning
about ourselves in order that we may grow into fullness of life - though the solemnity of ‘explanations’
of this sort conveys an impression of didacticism that is quite foreign to the work’s enormous zest.
 Similarly, Tippett is at constant pains to relate the natural setting to the psychological drama.
The Ritual Dances in Act II, in which the setting becomes the foreground, are no mere brilliant
diversion (indeed the use of the once-conventional middle-act ballet for organic purposes is one more
example of the work’s revivifying of tradition). They contain many different, simultaneous meanings
(music-drama is the art which makes such simultaneity of meanings possible while rendering their
explanation superfluous). We may try to interpret them in various ways: simply in terms of the
diurnal cycle of which human life remains indissolubly part, or in terms of ‘female’ instinct hunting
down ‘male’ logic; in terms of the aggressiveness that should be recognised as an element in the most
vital and harmonious human relationship, or rather as a stage in the development towards such a
relationship; or in terms of the painful demands of life, from which we try to escape and which seek
the death of our old unregenerate self so that a new self may be born. Such interpretations, each of
them valid so far as it goes, stop short of the music’s overwhelming sense of natural power. Nature in

is an integral part of the opera - both a metaphor of the central argument
and an active agent in it. The wood in which the action takes place is at once a naturalistic wood, a
symbol of natural energy at its most abundant, and a magic place full of hidden presences from which
no one is immune. And the pure, purged light of the Midsummer sunrise that floods the hilltop
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CHORUS
Jack!
What a trick! What a fraud!
Unscrupulous piece of conjuring!
You're a technician
Not a magician.
Jack of all trades,
What's your role now?
You in that queer cloak and comic hat,
What's your role now?

GIRLS
Dabbling in the magic art!

ALL
The Sorcerer's Apprentice!

CHORUS
Sosostris!

Scene V King Fisher, Bella, Jack, Ancients and
         Sosostris.

KING FISHER

I needn’t tell Madame Sosostris
All the story for she reads
The past and future like a book.

My only child and daughter Jenifer’s
Been kidnapped by these wicked people,

For they can call upon unnatural power.

Therefore I call on you
To use your visionary powers
To see my daughter where she is,
That I, sustained by your device,
May go to succour her and set her free.
You have no cause to fear their force.
I have no moral need to blench.
A father may protect his child.
Begin the contest!
Examine first the pictures in the bowl
That I may see, find, speak with Jenifer.

CHORUS
Is there a woman under the black robe?
Will the voice that answers be a god's?

Look! The veils lift on the evening breeze.

SOSOSTRIS (in
Who hopes to conjure with the world of dreams,
Waking to life my visionary powers,
He draws inexorably from the vast
Lottery a dream to dream himself.
The illusion that you practice power is delusion.

I alone cannot consult myself,
I alone draw out no dream
To dream myself awake.
I dream the shadows that you cast.
I am a medium, not an end.
O my forgotten and forbidden womanhood!
Must I breathe again the perfume that dissolves
 you?
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KING FISHER
Indeed, why not?
Please go at once.

SHE-ANCIENT
What is the matter now?

BELLA
King Fisher wants to speak with you.

SHE-ANCIENT
If that is so, we're all attention.

KING FISHER
You two thought to have the better of me,
Catching my daughter in your trap like that.
I'm not a man to fall so easily.
I've sent for one who'll see through all your
 schemes
To hold my daughter from her home.

HE-ANCIENT
She is in bondage to her fate, not us.

KING FISHER
Read me no riddles, for I'm in earnest.
Since you are obdurate
Receive my challenge, my challenge
To a contest between power and power.
The prize is worthy. It's my daughter.
Defend yourselves!
For conjure what spirits that you may,
Sosostris will outwit you
Though the means be death.

Do you accept my challenge?

HE-ANCIENT
Lifted to such lofty heights, we do.

Scene IV    King Fisher, Bella, Ancients, Chorus
   and Jack.

MEN
See! Where
We carry on our mighty shoulder
The Sphinx and the Sibyl rolled in one.

GIRLS
See! See!

MEN
Make way before us!

GIRLS
Way before them -

GIRLS
Kneel before them -

CHORUS (BOTH MEN AND GIRLS)
See! Where we / they carry on our / their mighty
 shoulder
The Sphinx and the Sibyl rolled in one.
Behold the Oracle!

9 1
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clearing as the orchestra brings the opera to an end gives intense actuality to the vision of lives reborn
and beginning again in a new understanding.

‘THE BIRTH OF AN OPERA’

I hold for myself that the composition of oratorio and opera is a collective as well as a personal
experience. While indeed all artistic creation may be seen in that way, I believe the collective
experience, whether conscious or unconscious, is more fundamental to an oratorio or an opera than
to a string quartet. If the traditional forms of oratorio and opera can contain the collective
experiences of any time then composers generally will use them. I am driven to believe that
traditional forms of oratorio like the Biblical Passions do not now always do this, even where
individual persons and composers may hold the contrary. I find that there are unresolved but deeply
serious collective experiences of our time which will not get themselves successfully into the
traditional modes of expression.
 I first became aware of this, as it concerned my activity as a composer, when the oratorio

began the long process of gestation. In that example the collective experience was
partly conscious (the experience of rejection, whether as individual, class, or race) and partly
unconscious (the experience of involvement in some uncontrollable catastrophe). I was able to use
traditional Lutheran and Handelian Passions and oratorios as a technical basis, even down to the use
of negro spirituals in the place of Lutheran chorales. But the modern experience keeps bursting out
of the older forms. I took a half-line from Eliot’s as motto: …

 In this half-line the traditional Biblical words have been changed in order that they may reflect
modern sensibilities. constantly plays the same trick. Not only in the words,
which I wrote myself, but in the music too. It is even apparent in the spirituals, which do not derive
from Eliot or myself.
 Verbally the text reached an affirmation at the end before the final spiritual. The solo tenor
sings: I had discussed this contrast
of division and wholeness, in an essay written in 1944, called I used
there the words:

And I immediately followed those words with an example taken from the history of
opera, saying that the most enchanting expression of a general state where theological man is
balanced against natural man is Mozart’s So it is clear to me that already as the first
performances of were being given, I was toying with the idea of trying to give
dramatic expression to the experiences of knowing the shadow and the light, and of wholeness, not by
the method of example and contemplation proper to an oratorio, but by the method of action and
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consequence proper to an opera . . .
and are traditional works which make play with

two worlds of apprehension. And this is the case also with the Eliot theatre, whose stage is generally
a stage of “depth” - by which I mean that we sense, especially at certain designed moments, another
world within or behind the world of the stage set. In the supernatural
world of the fairies and the natural, if fantastic, world of the mortals get entangled in such a was as to
give us marvellous entertainment in this genre. The midsummer of the is, at a far remove, the
midsummer of Part of my entertainment is the interaction of two
worlds; though the supernatural world I conjure with is not a fairy world but another.
 In the supernaturalism of the Statue appears only at the very end and we have
not been prepared for it. But its impact is nevertheless such that, when all the remaining characters
appear for a moment afterwards in the epilogue, Leporello, who alone has witnessed the translation
of the Don to hell, is in a different range of experience from anyone else. I have used this trick, if I may
call it that, in Some of my characters see the supernatural appearances
while some do not; at least, not all of them. Which of them do and which do not is part of the story ...
 Now the word marriage in my title can mean only one thing: Comedy. For there is only one
comic plot: the unexpected hindrances to an eventual marriage. At one period the hindrances were
almost exclusively social: e.g. a well-born girl marrying for love a handsome plebeian in the teeth of a
furious father. Very often the handsome young man turned out after all to be very well-born. In any
case there was no question that the soubrette was the young lady’s maid. Clearly, when fathers no
longer control their daughters’ marriages and ladies’ maids are mostly extinct, this kind of social
mechanism to the comedy is by now quite out of date.
 But what is the mechanism to a modern comedy? It is only when I hunt for the answer now,
after the finish, that I see I instinctively decided that the mechanism of hindrance to successful
marriage, or to any relationship, is our ignorance or illusion about ourselves. That is to say, it is only
in the course of my plot that my characters become aware of their real selves. I took a and
a whose illusions were, so to speak, spiritual; to match against a and
soubrette whose illusions were social. So the eventual marriage of the first pair become a spiritual,
even supernatural, symbol, transcending the purely social and biological significance of the eventual
marriage of the second pair. And as soon as I knew my second pair were a mechanic and a pretty
secretary, then at least I knew I had a new kind of soubrette.
 There is up-to-date drama to be made out of the innumerable conflicts engendered by our
ignorance or illusion about ourselves. So may not be singular in that only
in the course of the plot do the characters become aware of their real selves. A classic instance, to my
mind, is where Eliot conceives his hero as returning to the family precisely to
discover the nature of the guilt he feels at having actually or psychologically (it seems to matter little
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I can step as light as any
Of you dainty dancers.

A DANCING MAN
Mind out, you fool!
Look where you're going,
Are you blind, are you drunk?

CHORUS
For bread
(When the yellow corn is ground)
 is but plain, and fish
(When the nets return form the blue sea)
 but homely fare
But wine's pressed out from the ripened grape
In a red, rich juice for our delight,
(For our delight) or our damnation
(When the midsummer sun goes down,)
Down the long tunnel to the east
And the moon at the full, the White Goddess,
 starts
Her airborne journey to the west at night.

GIRLS
What does the night hold for us?

MEN
Her night or his night?
King Fisher summoned us tonight.

GIRLS
What does the Goddess ask or bring
But two things: love or death?

MEN
Surely King Fisher did not summon us for love?

GIRLS
Has he then summoned us for death?

KING FISHER
No! King Fisher summons you for victory!

Scene II   King Fisher, Bella, Chorus.

KING FISHER

Keep the holster close by you in case of need.

These Ancients think that they're alone
In having access to the other world.
But that's not so.
I'll show them. I'll out-magic them.
I've called my private clairvoyante
And she'll unravel all their mysteries.

Go down and meet Madame Sosostris
Greet her with a song and lead her
Up with honours suited to a queen.

CHORUS
O-hay! O-hay! King Fisher, yes.

We'll go to meet Madame Sosostris,
Greet her with song and lead her
Up with honours suited to a queen.
O-hay! O-hay!

Scene III   King Fisher, Bella, Ancients.

KING FISHER
Now, Bella, call the Ancients.

BELLA
Surely you're not wanting them again.

8
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JACK
Another role to play? For him?
What does King Fisher matter now?

BELLA
Jack, dear, our love has spoken.
Our home is sure.
I'll leave King Fisher at the proper time.
Today he's still my master,
And worth our while to suffer.

JACK
Now I have strange misgivings,
Unfriendly fancies and forebodings . . .

BELLA
Don't be silly now.
Our world is fact not fancy,
And it's a fact that if you want to keep me
Catch me if you can, if you can.

JACK
Bella, Bella ...

Post-Scene   Chorus off-stage

CHORUS
… sun shines on midsummer day
In the summer season on the longest day of all,
We wander through the woods where the cunning
cuckoos call.
Crying as they're flying, and this is what they say:
She must leap and he must fall
When the bright sun shines on midsummer day.
In the summer season on the longest day of all.

CURTAIN

Act III

Evening and Night

Scene I   Chorus.

CHORUS
O-hay! O-hay!
At sundown
Celebrate the day's end
With bread, the fishes and the wine.

O-hay! O-hay!
At sundown
Celebrate the day's end
With bread, the fishes and the wine.

Bread and fishes are the food
And wine the drink of men and gods.
And man is a god (so he thinks)
When he's drunk too much!

HALF-TIPSY MAN
Shall I dance you a fandango,
Boston, rumba or tango?

5 2
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that we never quite know which) pushed his wife overboard. In Act I he fails; and the Eumenides,
when they appear, baffle him. In Act II he partially succeeds; and the Eumenides are tolerable.
 Auden’s Eliot’s Fry’s (and many
other plays) all use this technique. But more to my purpose is Shaw’s because the
hindrances to the eventual marriage of that comedy are caused, if I remember right, by the
prospective couple re-examining, on the wedding morning, themselves and their intentions in the
light of some book of Shavian moral doctrine. And it was with a blurred image of this situation in my
mind’s eye that I had my first illumination - that is, I a stage picture (as opposed to hearing a
musical sound) of a wooded hill-top with a temple, where a warm and soft young man was being
rebuffed by a cold and hard young woman (to my mind a very common present situation) to such a
degree that the collective, magical archetypes take charge - Jung’s and - the girl,
inflated by the latter, rises through the stage, flies to heaven, and the man, overwhelmed by the
former, descends through the stage floor to hell. But it was clear they would soon return. For I saw
the girl later descending in a costume reminiscent of the goddess Athena (who was born without
father from Zeus’s head) and the man ascending in one reminiscent of the god Dionysus (who, son of
earth-born Semele, had a second birth from Zeus’s thigh).
 Even as I write now some of the excitement of these first pictures comes back. It is the feeling a
creative artist has when he knows he has become the instrument of some collective imaginative
experience - or, as Wagner put it, that a myth is coming once more to life. I know that, for me, so soon
as this starts, I am held willy-nilly and cannot turn back. But I know also that somewhere or other, in
books, in pictures, in dreams, in real situations, everything is sooner or later to be found which

for all the details of the work, which is, as it were, ordained. And everything is accepted or
rejected eventually according to whether it this pre-ordained which itself will not be fully
known until it is finished.
 This method of acceptance or rejection of material presented to or found by the mind is that
used, of course, in fashioning any work of art. It is only when we get involved with mythological
material that the game is more complicated because the material is so strange. For instance, once I
had had a vision of the stage pictures I described above, it was easy to know that the temple was
ancient Greek (though the young man and the girl were of our time), and it seemed plausible that the
myth being reborn was Greek. But in fact, I was months, if not years, involved in the Greek
Experience before I could follow the thread right out of the labyrinth. So many of the loveliest and
likeliest threads went elsewhere. Indeed, I can almost state a kind of rule,

The cause one searches so seriously and so long is impatience rather than clear judgment.
 The matter is further complicated with an opera because the music is also at the back of one’s
mind, even if, for the purposes of discussion, I write as though the theatrical things all came first. For
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example, when I that my and returned to the level of the stage all
armed with immediate experience of heaven and hell, I them begin to sing, one against the
other, in two arias; the soprano’s having coloratura, and the tenor’s being rhapsodic; and this long
before any words were there. That is, I sensed the musical metaphors before I searched for the verbal.
 The initial stage pictures always remained the touchstone. For instance, the complementary
ascent and descent is a picture of a psychological truth: that what is above is also below, just as
Jehovah showed Job not only the sons of God shouting for joy, but also Behemoth and Leviathan. So
I had always to consider in which direction my characters went when they left the stage, and whence
they returned. And, of course, there had to be more characters than two. I gave the hero and heroine
the normal operatic chorus of their fellows, and I gave the heroine her furious father, whose pretty
secretary was the soubrette, whose boyfriend was the mechanic. I guessed that when the
came again, the false but magical struggle between the sexes of Act I would be paralleled by a
supernatural struggle of Act III between the old father and the whole young world, with the hero and
heroine united. Then the temple had to be peopled with a wise priest and priestess, to whom I gave a
chorus of neophytes in the shape of a group of dancers who are silent.
By that time it was obvious how near my apparatus had come to resembling Clearly
no one now can match the innocence, tenderness, and simplicity with which that mythological
experience was presented. If a comparable experience is to be presented today, our different climate
of opinion will demand another approach …
 An operatic composer amasses his apparatus to suit his need; either by utilising a traditional
scheme, if that will do, or inventing a new one, if nothing will do. So another rule might run:

Stated in this way, it is so obvious that it
seems hardly worth ruling; but it is deceptive. For instance, if one character is winning and one is
losing it is rarely that music can express both these characters’ emotions at once. There has to be a
decision as to whose? and why? - questions which need not necessarily trouble the librettist at all. In

there is an embarrassing place where Donna Elvira has to be on stage listening to
Leporello’s entertaining (but from Elvira’s point of view, insufferably tactless) list of the Don’s
amorous conquests. As the music is all Leporello’s we do not know whether Mozart imagined Elvira
as speechless with fury or proudly insensitive. No amount of stage production can ever remove the
dramatically equivocal problem caused by the operatic decision in the music.
 Applying this rule to the kind of opera I have described as being allied to modern verse drama,
are the situations likely to be such that traditional operatic schemes will do, or will there be new ones?
Or, to put it personally: did need new schemes? Given all that I have said
to date, most of the question answers itself. That is to say, there is nothing in the marriage part of it,
the comedy, which is not to be found in the schemes of recitative, aria, ensemble, and
some Verdi and Puccini techniques. And there is nothing in the midsummer part of it which is not to
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JACK
There, Bella, steady, steady.
It's all right. I'm here.
They've gone now anyway.
I wonder who they were.

BELLA
I don’t care who they were.
It's uncanny and unnatural.
I'm sure they meant to kill him.

JACK
Nonsense, Bella, that was only play.
You’re still a-tremble.
I've never known you so upset.
You’re always sure and strong.

BELLA

I wasn’t born for all these mysteries.

Yes, they've gone.

JACK
That’s the Bella that I know.
That’s the voice I'm used to.
Let’s go together now and find our friends.

BELLA
First let me look then in my glass.

Oh, my face, my nose, my hair!
Hold the glass now, then you'll see
How the real Bella's made.

They say a woman's glory is her hair.
(But only if it's properly displayed!)
Is it tangled?
Then we comb it,
Some to this side,
Some to that.
After, weave the strands together,
(Many a man's been caught for good,
Caught for good in a girl's hair.)
Weave the strands together till we
Can with skilful nimble fingers curl them
Up and pin them alluringly around the head.
Turn the glass a little, dear Jack, the way I
 need it.

They say a woman's fortune is her face.
(But only when it's given proper care!)
Is it pallid?
Then we paint it,
Some on this cheek,
Some on that.
After, line the lips with lipstick,

Line the lips with lipstick till we
Can  with   light  and  subtle  touches  of
 the powder -
Puff, finish the enchantingly attractive face.
Take a new look at me!

You see, I'm quite myself again,
Neat and ready to rejoin King Fisher.

JACK
King Fisher?

BELLA
Oh, yes. He's summoned both of us.
You've another role to play.

5 1
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Second Dance - The Waters in Winter

Third Dance - The Air in Spring Scene III   Bella, Jack.

BELLA
Ah! They'll kill him!
Take me away. Take me away.
I can't bear it.

2
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be found in the schemes of music drama: e.g. orchestral music to a natural phenomenon like a
sunrise, considered as part of the drama. The only thing that is new is the same problem that worries
the verse dramatists - the techniques of transition. We want to move smoothly from the everyday to
the marvellous, without relying on scenic transformation and during an act. For the verse dramatist
the problem is the kind of verse that can sink near to contemporary speech but rise easily to
incantation. For the opera composer the problem is to find a musical unity of style which will, e.g. let
an chorus of young people of the present time sing themselves into a mantic chorus akin
to that of the ancient Greek theatre. In point of fact (as the verse dramatists find), the real difficulty is
in the descent to the everyday, partly because it brings one dangerously near musical comedy, and
generally because unsentimental simplicity is nowadays almost impossible to rescue from the banal.
 The search for lyrical simplicity was therefore for me the hardest thing of all. I did not want to
match the strangeness of the story with obscurity in the music. On the contrary: as the moral of

is enlightenment, then the music must be lucid. The big moments seemed to
take care of themselves. The little moments had to be struggled for. The transition between the world
of the marvellous and the world of everyday was now gradual, now sudden. The mechanisms have all
appeared before, I think, only the degree of their use is new.
 In Tamino, the Quest hero, is set down as a Japanese prince, and the Priest of
the temple as Egyptian. In the Priest and Priestess of the temple are
Greek, and as the ‘marvellous’ couple had to have relation to present-day life, I gave them royal
names, Mark and Jenifer, out of my own homeland. (For Jenifer is the Cornish variant of Guinevere.)
But the everyday couple, the mechanic and the pretty secretary, I named more functionally Jack and
Bella.
 The two couples are tied together in the story by the fact that Jenifer’s father employs the
secretary and later the mechanic. Therefore I gave the father an up-to-date Americanised name,
King Fisher (like Duke Ellington), but which, considered mythologically, belongs to the same Celtic
world of romance as Mark and Jenifer. Jack and Bella never take part in the ‘big’ supernatural
manifestations, which centre always in the ‘marvellous’ couple, Mark and Jenifer. So it is also possible
to consider the couples as psychological reflections of each other. In any case the inexplicit social
function of my Quest hero and heroine is an operatic liberty, which can be also, in the kind of opera
to which belongs, an operatic advantage.
 For is what I have called a collective imaginative experience, dealing
with the interaction of two worlds, the natural and supernatural. Therefore there are incidents,
details of the story which are ambivalent if not thoroughly irrational. Such incidents (in this tradition)
can be frivolous, like Titania falling in love with Bottom translated into an ass; or deadly serious like
Oedipus having begotten children from his own mother. What is clear is that such an imaginative
experience is not throughout susceptible to conventional or logical analysis. Still less is it assisted by
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learned commentary. Did the Greek audience need a commentator to mediate between them and
the tragedy of King Oedipus? Certainly not. Such rough commentary as I have made to

is designed only to show that opera, just because of its music, may be the most
suitable medium to hand now to renew the Greek attitude.

THE MIDSUMMER MARRIAGE’ -

The scene is a woodland clearing. At the far side, on higher ground and set among trees, is a group of
buildings like a sanctuary; the building in the centre appears to be a Greek temple. Steps lead down
from the sanctuary to the main part of the clearing. On the left they descend still further until they
disappear into the hillside, through gates. To the right the steps continue upwards in the form of a
stone spiral staircase, which breaks off in mid-air. The time is the present. But the wood is peopled by
timeless presences which at certain seasons - Midsummer Day is traditionally one of them - become
visible. Mark, who has known the wood since boyhood, calls them the Ancients. They and their
attendant dancers preside over the action as a kind of Shavian Greek Chorus.

(Morning)

 Dawn on Midsummer Day. Voices are heard calling from the wood. Young men and women
enter the clearing and recognise it as the meeting place chosen by Mark and Jenifer. They rejoice in
the rising sun; but their spirits are subdued at the sight of the strange building and the sound of music
coming from it. They take cover as the dancers, led by Strephon and followed by the Ancients, come
out of the temple and perform a dance. The dancers are interrupted by Mark running into the
clearing. He demands a new dance for his wedding day. The Ancients argue with him: to meddle with
tradition is dangerous. When Mark’s new dance begins, it proves to be the same as the old one - until
the He-Ancient deliberately trips Strephon, who falls to the ground, injured. Ignoring Mark’s protest,
and predicting that he will have his new dance before the day is out, the Ancients go back into the
temple. Mark is left to celebrate his love, if not with a new dance, then with a new song. ‘The summer
morning dances in my heart’, he exclaims to his friends, who by now have come out of hiding to join
him. But Jenifer, when she arrives, is dressed for a journey, and repulses him. She has run away from
her father King Fisher, but to Mark’s bewildered question she answers that it is truth she wants, not
love: ‘for me the light, for you the shadow’. Pushing him aside, she climbs the broken staircase and
disappears from sight, leaving Mark angry and despondent.
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BOTH
Sleep, sleep, pretty little one, sleep.

BELLA
Come within the shadow of the wood.

JACK
We'll go within the shadow of the wood.

Scene II   Strephon, Dancers

CD 2

First Dance - The Earth in Autumn
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JACK
But Bella, I thought you -

BELLA
Ah, that's past and gone.
We're going to marry now and settle.
Aren't you pleased?

JACK
Indeed I am!
Only the first shock of your decision.
So many problems rush to mind.

BELLA
Which you, the handyman, will solve.
While I, so far, have only one thing clear.
We're going to marry, settle down and have a
home.
Agreed?

JACK
Agreed.

BELLA
If there's a little house to rent,
A girl can live her proper life.

JACK
A man in love was never meant
To wait forever for his wife.

BELLA
And so as girl -

JACK
- and man -

BELLA
We come -

JACK
- together -

BELLA
- in our home.

BOTH
And then -

BELLA
While you're at work I'll mind the house
And wash the clothes and cook the food.

JACK
And I'll work very hard in case
We need more money in the purse.

BELLA
For soon -
JACK
- there'll be -

BELLA
- a little Jack -

JACK
- or little Bella.

BELLA
Who can tell?

BOTH
And then -

BELLA
I'll lay the baby to my breast
And rock it, rock it gently in my arms:
Sleep, sleep, pretty little one, sleep.

JACK
And when the baby's quiet
I'll lift you on to my knee
And rock you, rock you to
Sleep, sleep, pretty little one, sleep.

18 1
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 A moment later King Fisher is heard hallooing from the wood. As he comes into the clearing,
Mark, roused by his friends, descends into the cave in the hillside, and the gates clang shut behind
him. King Fisher is convinced that Jenifer has gone with him; he resolves to open the gates and pursue
them; but his secretary, Bella, is unable to persuade the Ancients to have the gates opened for him.
Bella then suggests that her boy friend, Jack, a mechanic, who is nearby, should force them open.
While she is looking for Jack, King Fisher clears the stage by bribing the young men to go off in search
of Jenifer. When the girls refuse the bribe, he drives them away. Jack arrives with a bag of tools; but
each time he lifts his hammer to force the gates, a mysterious voice (Sosostris), apparently from
within them, warns King Fisher to beware.
 The young men and women return. Amid the hubbub which follows the warning voice, King
Fisher can be heard ordering Jack to take no notice and carry on; but at that moment Jenifer appears,
a radiant figure, at the top of the steps. A moment later Mark emerges in a blood-red glow from the
hillside. They confront each other - ‘a child of the starry heaven, a child of the fruitful earth’. The
Ancients come from the temple to preside over their contest. Jenifer speaks first, describing the joy of
her soul, freed from the world’s pressures and flowering in the pure light of heaven. Mark answers by
glorying in the knowledge he has learnt in the darkness of the hill - obedience to ‘the beat of life
inflamed by death’, the communion of man and beast. King Fisher vainly tries to cut through their
quarrel with some down-to-earth common sense. When Jenifer produces a mirror to show Mark the
reality behind his claim, Mark causes it to fall and shatter at her feet. Appalled, Jenifer turns away to
seek Mark’s knowledge in the hillside. As the gates close behind her, Mark slowly climbs the staircase
and passes from sight. King Fisher is left furious and uncomprehending; but the young men and
women exult in the perilous journey that Mark and Jenifer have undertaken.

(Afternoon)

 Strephon listens at the corner of the temple steps, then begins to dance in the empty clearing.
But the sound of voices in the wood nearby startles him and he runs off. Bella, Jack and some of their
friends come into the clearing. Bella persuades Jack to stay behind and not go with the others. When
they are alone, she tells Jack she has changed her mind: they are to be married at once. They discuss
the future and look forward to the happiness of life together. As if in a dream they kiss and walk slowly
off into the wood.
 Strephon comes out from behind the temple with his companions, who are dressed as trees;
they mark out the course for the three ritual dances which follow. In each dance a girl dancer pursues
a boy dancer. In the first dance - ‘The Earth in Autumn’ - the Hound chases the Hare (Strephon). The
Hare escapes. But in the second dance - ‘The Waters in Winter’ - the pursuing Otter comes very near
to catching the Fish (Strephon), who injures himself against a tree-root. In the third dance - ‘The Air
in Spring’ - the Bird has a broken wing and cannot fly. In the end he does not move when the Hawk
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swoops down on him.
 Bella, who with Jack has been watching the dance, screams in terror, and the dancers vanish.
Jack comforts her, but she sadly confesses that she ‘wasn’t born for all these mysteries’. As she combs
her hair and restores her make-up she regains her poise, and announces that she is ready to rejoin
King Fisher; for until she leaves him, he is still her master. Jack is apprehensive; but Bella, herself
again, playfully challenges him to catch her if he can. She runs off, with Jack in pursuit; their voices
recede into the wood. The clearing stands empty in the afternoon sun. The young men and women
are heard singing as they pass behind the hill.

(Evening and Night)

 The young men and women are drinking and dancing at the end of a meal. It is sunset. King
Fisher has summoned them to meet him there, but for what purpose they don’t know. King Fisher
arrives with Bella, who is carrying a belt and holster. He explains that, as material methods have
failed, he has decided to out-magic the Ancients by means of his own private clairvoyante, Madame
Sosostris, who will reveal the truth.  He orders the young men and women to go and meet her and
escort her to him. When they have gone, King Fisher, who still believes the Ancients responsible for
Jenifer’s disappearance, challenges them to a contest. After warning him not to meddle with forces
he doesn’t understand, they accept.
 The chorus return, carrying on a throne a masked and cloaked figure holding a crystal ball. To
their amusement the figure is unmasked by Bella and shown to be a fraud; it is Jack dressed up.
(Truth, for King Fisher, is what he decides it shall be.) But behind the throne the crowd parts to reveal
a huge contraption of black veils, and at the sight a hush falls on the whole gathering. King Fisher calls
on Madame Sosostris to use her visionary powers to find out where Jenifer is, so that he can rescue
her. Sosostris, in answer, warns him of the dreamlike nature of the world he seeks to conjure up, and
speaks of the loneliness and pain of the seer’s calling. Then she looks into the crystal ball, which Jack
has placed before the veils, and sees Jenifer lying naked in a flowery meadow, and a winged lion with
the face and arms of a young man advancing on her. Unable to face the truth, King Fisher smashes
the crystal ball and accuses Sosostris of lying. He commands her to speak the truth. When there is no
answer he arms Jack with the belt and holster and orders him to unveil Sosostris. But, urged on by
Bella, who recognises that their moment has come, Jack throws the gun at King Fisher’s feet. Jack and
Bella run off into the wood.
 King Fisher now puts on the belt and holster himself and begins to strip off the veils. As they
come away, a huge glowing bud is disclosed, whose petals slowly open to reveal not Sosostris but
Mark and Jenifer seated in an attitude of mutual contemplation. King Fisher, at first half blinded by
the sight, aims the pistol at Mark with a cry of ‘Jenifer, I free you!’ As he does so, Mark and Jenifer turn
towards him with a gesture of power, and King Fisher, clutching his heart, falls to the ground dead.
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CHORUS
… Call -
Crying as they're flying, and this is what they say:
She must leap and he must fall
When the bright sun shines on midsummer day.
In the summer season on the longest day of all,
We wander through the woods where the cunning
 cuckoos call.

Scene 1 Bella, Jack, Semi-Chorus. (Full Chorus
off-stage)

BELLA

Jack, don't let's go with all the others,
Stay behind a bit with me.
I've something for your ear alone.

SEMI-CHORUS (GIRLS)
Where are you two going?
Aren't you coming with us to play games?

SEMI-CHORUS (MEN)
Perhaps they've games of their own to play!

GIRLS
Let them go or we shall lose the others.

MEN
That's true.

CHORUS (ALL)
Bye, bye.
In the summer season on the longest day of all ...

JACK
They've gone now, Bella;
What is for my ear alone?

BELLA
I think you ought to guess.
That shouldn't be so hard.

JACK
I know you've always something new in mind.
But I can never guess.

BELLA
Oh! This time is quite different.
What day is it?

JACK
Midsummer day.

BELLA
Isn't that excuse enough?

JACK
I've no idea.

BELLA
Oh! Jack, Jack!
Is it leap-year?

JACK
You know the answer, Bella.
Why ask me?

BELLA
I feel as though it should be.
For Jack, you see, I've made my mind up.
It's time we married.
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MARK
Did I not learn a magic too
From all that happened in the cave?
Here I take this golden branch
Whose vital virtue now lets me
Turn in power. Jenifer,
Prepare to see your mirror - fall.

JENIFER
Oh - what an evil devil's stroke!
Malefic magic and perverted power.
Are you a serpent, I become a saint?
Then am I Mark, and go to find the beast.

KING FISHER
Now is this nonsense at its noon.
But I'll be even with it yet.
(to
Jenifer has lost her senses utterly.
Possessed by this midsummer madness.

CHORUS (GIRLS)
Joan heard the voice first
In father's garden at high noon,
The summer sun prefiguring the flame.

KING FISHER
Mark shall go down and fetch her back
And then, perhaps, I'll give him leave to marry.

CHORUS (MEN)
Mark has no ear for you. King Fisher,
Climbing his path from hell to heaven.
No promise, nor the threat
Of violence will hold him now.

KING FISHER
But mark my words, the insulting boy
Will come to heel and whimper in the end.

CHORUS (FULL)
Let Mark and Jenifer endure for us
The perils of the royal way.
We are the laughing children.
We are the laughing children.
Free, fresh, fine,
Strong, straight, stark,
Rough, raw, rude,
Gallant, grim and gay.

CURTAIN

End of Act I

Act II

Afternoon

Pre-Scene.    Strephon, Chorus off-stage
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The girls shroud his body in the veils, and the young men bear it solemnly into the temple. Strephon
and the dancers come out and make ritual fire for the fourth dance - ‘Fire in Summer: the voluntary
human sacrifice’. All sing and dance in celebration of ‘carnal love transfigured as divine consuming
love’. At the end of the dance, the petals, which have closed again over Mark and Jenifer, break into
flame.
 Slowly the fire dies down, leaving the clearing dark except for the moonlight on the temple.
Mark, Jenifer, the Ancients and the dancers have vanished. As the moonlight fades the young men
and women wait for dawn. In the grey light the first birds begin to sing. Mist covers the temple. Mark
and Jenifer enter the clearing from opposite sides. Both are dressed for their wedding. They greet
each other lovingly: ‘all things fall and are built again’. Joyfully Mark and Jenifer and their friends
move off down the hill as the sun rises. The clearing fills with light. As the mists lift, the temple
buildings are seen to be only ruins, silhouetted against the clear sky.
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CD 1

ACT I (Morning)

Scene I   Chorus

SEMI-CHORUS 1
This way! This way!
Don't go too far down there
But keep the path together.

MEN
Here's a clearing in the wood.
Is this the place he meant?

GIRLS
I hope it gets lighter soon.
Anything might happen here.
What’s that?

MEN
Only mist.
It will clear when the sun rises.
But where are all the rest?

SEMI-CHORUS 2
Hulloa! Hulloa!

SEMI-CHORUS 1
That must be them calling.

SEMI-CHORUS 2
Hulloa!

SEMI-CHORUS 1
Hulloa!

SEMI-CHORUS 2
Hulloa!

SEMI-CHORUS 1
We've found the place.
Come on. Come on.

SEMI-CHORUS 2
Thank heaven we've found you.

GIRLS (SEMI-CHORUS 2)
Whatever did we come for?

MEN (SEMI-CHORUS 2)
Where' s Mark?

GIRLS (SEMI-CHORUS 2)
Where' s Jenifer?

FULL CHORUS: MEN
Are you sure we've found the place?

FULL CHORUS: GIRLS
Oh, anything might happen here.

MEN
But look, it's nearly sunrise
And getting lighter.

Ah! the sun, the sun! Ah, midsummer morning!
Our spirits rise towards the bright
Comfort of the morning light.
The sun, the sun! Ah, midsummer morning!

GIRLS
Oh look - the temple there!

MEN
The meeting place that Mark appointed.

GIRLS
It seems much nearer than expected.
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MARK
Then when you had lifted me against my will,
What outer darkness answered to my own?

MEN
A deeper dark
Disclosed abruptly
In the hill-side hidden.

MARK
When I had passed the gate of horn,
What happened then, reading the riddle right?

MEN
How could we see behind the bars,
No summer sunshine following in?

MARK
Down, downwards to the centre,
Doubled downwards,
Crawling, falling,
Rocked in a boat across the water
Coldly lapping
The waste land
To thread the labyrinthine maze
Of fear that guards the lovely meadows.

MEN
That is no song to rouse our tired
Hearts and steel our lazy limbs.

MARK
As stallions stamping the young men dance
To the springing sap and the leaping life.
We force our feet through the great grass
And tear the boughs from the bending trees
That hold the sun from the glorious bed
Where she, lying fallow through the winter,
Slept, till pricked awake by our desire.

MEN

This music rises as the spring tides
Rise to overflow before they ebb.

MARK
As stallions stamping the young men dance
To the springing sap and the leaping life.
The ewe is torn by our willing hands,
The child trod by our frenzied feet
That beat the beat of life inflamed
By death. There is no union but in full
Communion. Man with Beast and All in One.

MEN
Show us, Mark, another birth
As common children of the earth.

JENIFER
Ah, but the price for that, the price?

MEN
The price?

JENIFER
See by a heavenly magic in this glass
The fearful face behind the mask.

Look as I bring it near you, look,
Mark, that you may see the truth.
Are you so easy shamed to turn aside?

Ah, what a triumph for the right!

15
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JENIFER
- of heaven.

MARK
- of...

HE-ANCIENT
Prepare to justify your strife.
Let the girl speak first.

SHE-ANCIENT

See no hint of spiritual pride
Mar the contest that you now begin.
Pride has subtle and peculiar power
To swell the stomach but not heal the heart.
You are contained within the spirit,
Not the spirit shrunk in you;
Else it burst the bonds and break you.

JENIFER
Is it so strange if I resent
The fatal pressure of the world around me,
Denying life to my poor straitened soul?

For her sake, then, with clear intent Leaving the
home, I thrust my lover from me, To climb the
staircase to my heavenly goal.

Sweet was the peace,
Joyful the calm.
Strong was the light,
Cleansing the air.

Then the congregation of the stars began
To dance: while I in pure delight
Saw how my soul flowered at the sight,
And leaving the body forward ran
To dance as well. How can I
Such lovely visions of the mind deny?

GIRLS
Teach us, Jenifer, to rise
Above our cares into the skies.

KING FISHER

We live on earth and not in heaven,
Nor is there disgrace in that.
Common folk have common cares
And common duties to their state.
So -

HE-ANCIENT
All comment is clearly out of place
While judgment is suspended for the half.
Therefore stand back! It is the other's turn.

MARK
You, you who were with me when she left me,
How did the lover look when she had gone?

MEN
A crestfallen cock,
A crumpled child
Crying: “Darkness”.
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GIRLS
What's that?

MEN
Surely music?

GIRLS
I don't like it.

MEN
Listen, listen.

GIRLS
Oh, I'm frightened.

MEN
Don't be frightened.

GIRLS
Someone's coming.

MEN
Let's hide away among the trees.

GIRLS
Yes, let's hide away among the trees.

ALL
Let's hide away among the trees.

Scene II   Ancients, Dancers, later Mark.

MARK
Stop!

MARK
Stop! Stop! Stop!

HE-ANCIENT
Young man, young man,
What right have you thus to break the dance?

MARK
I want a new dance for my wedding day.
Strange was my birth
And strange my fate.
My wedding should be strange.
Is that not right?

HE-ANCIENT
Take care! A new dance
May well be strange, but dangerous.

MARK
What nonsense!

SHE-ANCIENT
What impertinence!

MARK (turning to the She-Ancient)
Look at your dancers then -
They are young like me. (to the dancers)
You want a new dance?

SHE-ANCIENT
Children, be still!

HE-ANCIENT
Change the unchanging ritual,
There'll be no point of rest -

SHE-ANCIENT
- No grace, no beauty.
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MARK
Your words are vapours in the summer sun.
On this day, this day
Anything can happen
And everyone shall dance for me.

HE-ANCIENT
Then watch your new dance,
And you will see.

MARK
Monstrous! Monstrous!

Strephon, are you hurt?

Can you walk?

MARK
Oh, what a wicked thing to do,
Trying to break Strephon's leg.
Have you no sense of the proper care
For a dancer's trained body?

HE-ANCIENT
That is a lesson for to learn,
Who think that change is only harmless -

SHE-ANCIENT
While it may sweep all trace of fragile
Beauty from its senseless path.

MARK
You twist my meaning,
for you're envious of our youth.

HE-ANCIENT
No! We do not desire your youth, nor seek
To hold you longer from your dreams.
You shall learn a new dance
Before you leave this place today.

Scene III   Mark, Chorus.

CHORUS
O Mark, who are they?
Have you known them long?

MARK
I don't know who they really are,
But I've seen them since boyhood.

I've come here on summer nights
And mornings such as these.
Then is the temple nearer.
They are close, and if I wait
Eventually appear.

I call them the Ancients,
For they're so old, and never change.
I think they know the secret of my birth,
But will not tell me.

They'll come back, so let them be,
And turn to other things;
My marriage and my plan
To give the ring to Jenifer
Here in this magic wood
And on midsummer-day.
If no new dance,
At least new song to greet her.
For what can match the splendour of my pride
When she appears before you all as my bride?

Ah, ah ... the summer morning dances in my
 heart.
There, there's the lark ascending from the field.
No man is happier than I,
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BELLA
Trust your sweetheart who sees clearly.
Trust your sweetheart who knows best.

Scene VIII Finale.   King Fisher, Chorus, Jenifer,
 later Mark, Ancients, Dancers.

GIRLS
Jenifer!

MEN
Jenifer!

KING FISHER
My daughter, Jenifer!

JENIFER

Returning to the earth is cruel.
Here you are never calm nor still.

KING FISHER
Don’t give yourself such airs, young lady.
It’s a wonder you are not with Mark.

JENIFER
A very gracious heavenly wonder
That makes him infinitely far away.

KING FISHER
He's safely far away down there,
So surely now's the proper time
To leave him?
Come now with me
And drop this childish masquerade.

 The ancient Greek prototype towards which
Jenifer's transfiguration is tending would be
Athena. (Athena was born without mother from
Zeus's head.) No exact imitation of Athena is
meant, for the natural Jenifer is still visible
behind the supernatural transformation.

JENIFER
Am I not masked before my earthly father?
Now is too late to run from Mark.
My return makes him return.

MARK
Returning to the light is cruel.
Here you are ever calm and dull.

Beats not my body to the wine-red blood?

JENIFER
Flies not my spirit to the swan-white sky?
Singing: I am a child of the starry heaven.

MARK
Shouting: I am a child of the fruitful earth.

JENIFER
- of the starry heaven.

MARK
- of the fruitful earth.

JENIFER
- of heaven.

MARK
- of earth.

 The ancient Greek prototype towards which
Mark's transfiguration is tending would be
Dionysus. (Dionysus, son of earth-born Semele,
had a second birth from Zeus's thigh.) No exact
imitation of Dionysus is meant, for the natural
Mark is still visible behind the supernatural
transformation.
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GIRLS
Stop, oh stop, King Fisher, now
We know it's wrong to tamper with the gates.
Stop, we implore you!
Tell Jack, your man who's standing by them now,
To stop!

MEN
Go on, go on we exhort you,
Make Jack, your man, who's standing by the
gates,
Go on.

KING FISHER
Oh, but my patience is exhausted
What do you take me for, a fool?

There'll be no further stalling at the labour that
you've undertaken.
So:
Go on, go on, for I'm your master.

BELLA
Dear Jack, I'm frightened now.
Do leave it.

KING FISHER
Go on, for I'm your master.

JACK
Then I've no choice,
But I don't like it.

CHORUS (MEN)
 know it's but a game to trick us

In hopes to see us go.

CHORUS (GIRLS)
know he'd better leave the gates

That shut the path to hell.

BELLA
Why must all this rest on you
To make so terrible a move?

KING FISHER
Why be frightened by a voice
While I am there to stand beside you?

BELLA
Dear Jack, I'm frightened now.
Do leave it in some other hands than yours.

MEN
Jack should pay no further heed to Bella's
 womanish misgivings …

GIRLS
Jack won't pay sufficient heed to Bella's
 sibylline misgivings …

KING FISHER
Go on, go on. for I'm your master
Who intends a duty to be done.

MEN
Will King Fisher be deterred by a mere voice
Within the gates?
Shake the whole earth with the sound of our
 shout:
Go on!

GIRLS
Then where can we now turn for aid
In this extremity of apprehension?
Lift up your voices to the heavens, and cry:
Help!

MEN
Shake the whole earth with the sound of our
 shout:
Go on!

GIRLS
Lift up your voices to the heavens, and cry:
Help!

KING FISHER
Hear your master who commands you to obey.
Hear your master who commands you to
 proceed.
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No woman lovelier than she,
And like the lark I sing for joy because I love -
I love, I love, I love, I love -
And like the lark I sing for joy because I love.

is

Scene IV   Mark, Jenifer, Chorus.

MARK
Jenifer, Jenifer, my darling.
But - but - your dress?
Upon our wedding day?

JENIFER
Today there'll be no wedding.

MARK
No wedding! Why?

JENIFER
Why? Why have I come here,
Here when all the world's to choose?
This heat … this place …
No, no - I must go further,
Out of sound and out of sight.

MARK
Out of sight? I see. You're frightened
Of your ranting father.

JENIFER
I've come-a way from him,
And left his home for good.

MARK
And hoping for a better home
You've come away to me, to me.

JENIFER
No. I must leave you, too.
I'll come back - perhaps - perhaps.

MARK
Jenifer, what, then don't you love me any more?

CHORUS
They're quarrelling.

Oh, what's the trouble?

JENIFER
It isn't love I want, but truth.

MARK
Truth?
See, see - the summer morning dances in my
heart.

JENIFER
It isn't love I want, but truth.

MARK
Come now, kiss me and forget!

JENIFER Don't touch me!

MARK
Are you mad?

JENIFER
Rudeness will not hold me either.
How can I break free from you all?

Where? Where?

CHORUS
They're quarrelling.
Oh, what's the trouble?

MARK
Stop!
You shan't go!
I won't let you.

JENIFER
Out of my way!
Out of my way!

Now I know where I shall go.

What steps are those?
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MARK
Those steps are broken.

JENIFER
This summer sun makes me see further.

MARK
Surely you won't ascend them?
Jenifer, for pity's sake,
Don't go there.

JENIFER
For me, the light!
For you, the shadow!

O magic staircase that I've always known
In dreams since childhood at my mother's knee,
At last, at last, I set my feet
Upon the way to heaven.
Up, up I climb to paradise.

GIRLS
Up, up she climbs to paradise.

MEN
The staircase has no end, she's bound to fall.

MARK
She's mad, she's mad.
(to
Come back, Jenifer,
Come back.
Ah -

She's vanished in the light And I am left in
darkness.

GIRLS
Ha, ha, ha ...

MEN
Come, Mark, don't grieve.
She'll come back.

GIRLS
Ha, ha, ha ...

MARK
Oh, I am left in darkness.

KING FISHER
Hulloa! Hulloa!

GIRLS
King Fisher's voice!

MEN
Now, Mark, you can't stay here.

MARK
- in darkness.

KING FISHER
Hulloa! Hulloa!

GIRLS
He's surely coming after Jenifer.

MARK
- in darkness.

GIRLS
Oh, make Mark go away!

MEN
Mark, wake up! Wake up!

Up, up, up!

MARK
- darkness.

MEN
Up, up, up!

MARK
Then let me go
To darkness as she told me.
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KING FISHER
Just come along, you two, and hurry.
Your working hours aren't over yet.

JACK
Very well then, I'll begin.

VOICE OF SOSOSTRIS

Take care,
King Fisher.
A well-wisher
Says: Beware!

BELLA
Whatever's that?
I knew for certain
They'd be offended.

CHORUS (GIRLS)
Stop, stop!
Stop, oh, stop, King Fisher, now
We know it's wrong to tamper with the gates.
Stop, we implore you!
Tell Jack, your man who's standing by them now,
To stop!

BELLA
There, Jack, you see
They think as I do - as I do.

JACK
But, Bella, they're being frightened by a voice.
That's all, a voice.

BELLA
No Jack, no, they think as I do ...

KING FISHER
Quiet! Quiet!
Be quiet all of you, don't babble.
Nothing's there to be afraid of.
Go on, Jack, go on. Jack,
I will answer for you.

JACK
Very well, I'll try again.

VOICE OF SOSOSTRIS

Take great care,
Proud King Fisher
A true well-wisher
Says again: Beware!

BELLA
The warning voice again.
Oh dear, it's certain
They've been offended.

GIRLS
Ah...

MEN
On, on!
On, go on, King Fisher, now
We know the voice is nothing but a trick.
Go on, we advise you.
Make Jack, your man, who’s standing by the
gates, Go on.

JACK
There, Bella, there
What did I tell you?

BELLA
Don't listen to them, Jack,
They're quite mistaken.

JACK
But Bella, but Bella,
Surely they're saying what they know?
But surely you're being frightened by a voice
That's all a trick.

BELLA
Don't listen to them, Jack,
They're quite mistaken,
But they think as I do ...
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KING FISHER
Are you crack-pots,
Or very high-minded,
Refusing a wage
Paid for the work
That's got to be done?
Well, boggle at money,
You'll do without,
For I am the King here.
Be off with you!

Scene VII   King Fisher, Jack, Bella, later Chorus.

JACK
Here I am, Sir,
What can I do?

KING FISHER
I want the gates there opened.
Do it promptly. I'll pay you well.

JACK
They're firmly shut. But sure
We'll have them open in a moment.

BELLA
Should we not ask the owners if they mind?

KING FISHER
No!
You spoke with them yourself and know it's
useless.

BELLA
But be careful, Jack, you know
I'm worried by the people here.

JACK
But even if you are,
What can I do?

KING FISHER
Take no notice! No.

JACK
No.

KING FISHER AND JACK
A job's a job, and there's no question,
A working man must do as told,
And trust the one who pays him, for
A job's a job and there's no question.

JACK
Like every working man I know
How best to do my single job.
My card will tell you who I am
And what the wage a week I earn.
But it can't tell you what I dream.

BELLA
Ah, Jack!

JACK
That's only known to -

BELLA
Ah, Jack!

JACK
To  - and you.

BELLA
Ah!

BELLA AND JACK
Ah, ah.
Life's dull until our work is over,
When you and I walk out together,
Down the roadway courting, for
Life's dull until our work is over.
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For her, the light!
For me, the shadow!
Gates I have always longed to enter,
Open to receive your child.

Scene V   King Fisher, Bella, Chorus, Ancients.

MEN (laughing)
Ho, ho, ho, ho ...

KING FISHER

What are you laughing at?
It's no laughing matter
If my daughter's left me for a bastard.

Bella, - Bella, - hurry here.
Hurry, hurry, hurry.

BELLA
Here I am.
Here ...
... I am.
I was coming as quick as I could.

KING FISHER
I've just seen Mark run away down there.

BELLA
Down there?

KING FISHER
Jenifer is surely with him too.

BELLA
You think she may be with him too?

KING FISHER
What sort of place is this, d’you think?

BELLA
It's rather odd for a house.

Does anybody live here?

GIRLS
Very strange folk indeed.

MEN
By name the Ancients.

GIRLS
Their door is further up.

KING FISHER
Knock then, Bella, and enquire within.

BELLA
There's no knocker - not even a bell.

SHE-ANCIENT
Who are you?
What do you want?

BELLA
I'm King Fisher's secretary.
He wants me to ask you about those gates.
He thinks his daughter may be down there.
Do you know if that is so?

SHE-ANCIENT
Where his daughter goes is her affair.

HE-ANCIENT
The gates are strange.
And only open for the proper people.

BELLA
They say the gates are strange
And open only for the proper people.
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KING FISHER
What riddling is that?
I fear they're not worth talking to,
But ask them who the proper people are.

BELLA
The great King Fisher wants to know -

SHE-ANCIENT
Should he not speak to us himself?
He's easily in hearing.

BELLA
That would never do.
He deals with everyone through me.
He only speaks, speaks
To people as important as himself.

HE-ANCIENT
Tell him there are no proper people here.

BELLA
They say the proper people are not here.

KING FISHER
What rigmarole! Tell them
We need the gates set open or I'll force them.

BELLA
I don't think they'll consent to that.

KING FISHER
Then we'll proceed without consent.

BELLA
Oh! They're gone!
How very odd.

KING FISHER
That’s no behaviour fit for me.
I'll not forget. - And now?

BELLA
Perhaps you'll have to force the gates,
Though they will certainly object.

KING FISHER
Who's to do that?

BELLA
Well, there's Jack.

KING FISHER
Who's Jack?

BELLA
Oh - he's a honey.

KING FISHER
A what?

BELLA
I mean a workman - a mechanic.

KING FISHER
Then Jack's the man for me.
Go. Go. Fetch him at once.

BELLA
But -

KING FISHER
Go. Go. No more delay. Go.

I'll keep watch till you return.

Scene VI King Fisher, Chorus.

KING FISHER
So you, so you - are Mark's fine brood of friends.
But he's a ne'er-do-well, a ne'er-do-well,
A loafer sponging on the state,
Whom you presume to emulate
This summer morning.

Do not be misled, my boys,
Mark is a tempter and a rascal,
Stealing your hearts away from work
And duty you so gladly shirk
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This summer morning.
While I, King Fisher, the clever businessman,
Trying by all the means I know
To guard the honour of my daughter,
I've some work for you:

To spy that way behind that wall,
To see what dangers to expect.
What! You shy away.
Where's your sense of courage and adventure?
Will that not spur you?
Will that not spur you?
Then I'll call the tune.
You fancy people may despise me,
But look - here's money!

Don't you like it?

Don't you want it?
Here! Catch, catch. Catch, catch.
Catch if you can.

CHORUS (MEN)
Here! Catch, catch. Catch, catch.
Catch if you can.

KING FISHER
Now, you boys, it's time to start
To do the work you're paid for,
So let me see you go
That way! That way!
The sooner the going
The quicker return,
The quicker return,
And remember, you fellows, remember,
Don't dally around,
Swimming in streams
So gay in the sun there
High in the heavens
Already at noon,
For I am the boss now,
And pay for you.

So you, so you - so you're the company my
 daughter keeps!
But she has her head in air, her head in air,
In cloud cuckoo-land - 'twas child's play
For Mark to make her run away
This summer morning.
Do not be beguiled, my dears,
For I, King Fisher, I, a loving, generous father,
Hoping to show you, if I can,
The real way to help my daughter,
I've some work for you:

To spy that way behind that wall
To see what dangers to expect.
You shy away,
Where's your sense of pity and devotion?
Will that not move you?
You fancy people may despise me,
But look - here's money!

Don't you like it?
Don't you want it?

CHORUS (GIRLS)
No! No!

KING FISHER
What?

CHORUS (GIRLS)
No!

KING FISHER
What?

CHORUS (GIRLS)
No!
Whatever you offer,
No truck with a bribe,
No truck with a bribe.
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Opera in Three Acts - Libretto by the Composer

Mark, a young man of unknown parentage (tenor) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Alberto Remedios
Jenifer, his betrothed, a young girl (soprano) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joan Carlyle
King Fisher, Jenifer's father, a businessman (baritone) . . . . . . . . . . . . . Raimund Herincx
Bella, King Fisher's secretary (soprano) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elizabeth Harwood
Jack, Bella's boyfriend, a mechanic (tenor) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Stuart Burrows
Sosostris, a clairvoyante (contralto) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Helen Watts
The Ancients: Priest (He-Ancient) (bass) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Stafford Dean
The Ancients: Priestess (She-Ancient) (mezzo) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elizabeth Bainbridge
Half-Tipsy Man (baritone): David Whelan.            A Dancing Man (tenor): Andrew Daniels
Mark's and Jenifer's friends: Chorus. Strephon, dancer attendant on the Ancients (silent)

Chorus & Orchestra of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden
(Chorus Master: Douglas Robinson, Conductor's Assistant: David Shaw)

CD1         Act I  61’50”

      Act II (start)  14’15”  (76’07”)

CD 2        Act II (completion)  19’13”

      Act III 58’13”  (77’27”)  (153’34”)

1 15-
1916 -

51 -
216 -

The above individual timings will normally include two pauses, one before the beginning and one after the end of each Act.
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